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Title Page  
Include the title of the lab, picture, name and hour

Introduction /20
Is background information included? Does the introduction set up the lab in an efficient manner? Does the introduction get attention while providing the purpose for the lab? Is it complete? Is your hypothesis stated?

Review of Literature /10
Did you answer all of the science connections associated with this lab correctly and in detail? (Answers must be in your own words.)

Research Problem /05
Is the research problem specifically stated and clearly answered?

Materials /05
Are all materials for the lab listed? Have all changes been noted?

Procedures /05
Are all procedures for the lab listed? Have all changes been noted?

Findings /10
This section must report all data that was gathered in the lab. It must be summarized in words and should utilize tables, graphs, pictures, etc.

Conclusion /20
This section must report what you learned in your own words. What did you get out of the lab? How did this correlate with your hypothesis? It may include further recommendations for further research.

Supplementary Info  
Attach supplementary information collected.
(Information must be attached and include a typed summary)